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HLD, CAS DEANS RESIGN
Brubaker, Woodward Assume Acting Positions
By Candy Anderson

Drs. Roy T. Cogdell and Reino W.
Hakala have submitted formal resigna
tions from their positions as academic
deans at GSU. Cogdell had been dean
of the College of Human Learning and
Development (HLD) since 1973 and
Hakala served as dean of the College
of Arts and Sciences (CAS) since 1980.
"This is clearly a personnel matter
and all we can say is what you have in
hand (the official University press
release)," commented Provost Curtis
McCray. "In each case, they resigned
and it was a matter of choice on their
part. That is really all that I can and care
to talk about right now.''
Exact reasons as to why these two
gentlemen have vacated their posi
tions remain undisclosed. Allegations
of a lack of organization and evidence
of no progression within HLD and CAS,
coupled with the possibility that there
were degrees of incompetence have
been cited by reliable sources in the
University.
When contacted by telephone,
Cogdell's only answer was, "I would
prefer not to make any comment." On
the other hand, Hakala stated that, "I
am looking forward to my new respon
sibilities as the new assistant to the
Provost."
As there is currently no position of
assistant to the Provost, Hakala will be
filling a post that has been newly
created by the GSU administration.
During this interim period, Drs.
Addison Woodward (HLD) and Ronald
Brubaker (CAS) are carrying out the

functions of the respective deans' of
fice.s.

According to McCray, procedures to
name acting deans have gotten under
way. In HLD, their Administrative
Council will meet and recommend can
didates for acting dean. This Council
consists of the three division chairper
sons and one faculty member. They
formulate the guidelines for HLD facul
ty to make acting dean recommenda
tions. For CAS, an assembly of the
faculty meets in order to nominate a
fellow faculty member or members as
acting dean. These recommendations
are first evaluated by McCray for his
approval. If he favors these recommen
dations, they are then forwarded to the
president. But if he does not find them
suitable, his own choice is submitted
to the president for a final decision.
The next step is to inform the Board
of Governors of these selections.
Since the BOG will not meet formally
until the end of January, 1982, the
president is allowed to meet with its
executive committee for their approval
without a board meeting. As a result,
acting deans may be appointed during
the week of December 6, 1981, instead
of delaying for over a month.
Cogdell was responsible for person
nel, curriculum and program develop
ment, instruction space, equipment
and general operations of HLD. He
served on the Council of Deans and
met regularly with the HLD Administra
tion Council.
In his former role of CAS dean,
Hakala's duties included: unifying CAS
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Dean Roy C ogdell (HLD)

faculty, management and representa
tion, review, revision and development
of programs, fiscal planning and ad
vancement of liberal education
throughout the University.
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Attempts were made to contact
president Malamuth for his official
stand, but were unsuccessful. It was
learned that he was enroute to Spr
ingfield on University business.

Student Nominated
''Volunteer of the-Year''
By Janet Rohdenburg

One of the unique features of Gover
nors State University is its student
body, composed mainly of older peo

Dean Reino Hakala (CAS)

ICC PHOTO

ple who have returned to school for a
variety of reasons. They bring with
them a wealth of experience from the
past and a number of goals for the
future.
One of these students is Charles
Gordon, Sr. , who was recently
nominated for the 1981 Senator Aldo A.
De Angelis' "Volunteer of the Year"
Award.
During Gordon's eighteen years of
residence in East Chicago Heights, his
volunteer activities have ranged from
being a scoutmaster to president of the
East Chicago Heights Community Ser
vice Board, on which he has served for
over thirteen years. In addition, he has
acted as president of the Board of
Trustees for the East Chicago Heights
Library District, a member of the
Governing Board of the Community
Economic Development Association
(CEDA) and vice-chairman for the
Chicago Heights Area Representation

for Minorities (CHPRM).
Gordon has received the District
Community Service Award at the East
Chicago Heights Community Service
Center in 1979 and the Congressional
Certificate of Merit for community
service from Congressman O'Brian (R17) this year in recognition of his ser
vice.
Community service, however, is only
a part of Gordon's active life. He is a
husband, father of six (three sons and
three daughters), grandfather of
seven, politician, radio Interviewer,
student and a data processor for over
twenty-five years.
Gordon hosts an interview show
called "Suburban Perspective," on
WCGO, Chicago Heights, which airs at
9:30 a.m. each Saturday. He began the
show in 1971 and continued on it for
two years until his political activities
(as a candidate for village trustee in
1971, 1973, and 1975 and as mayor in
1975) caused a conflict of interest. The
Continued on page 6
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Letters to the Editor

THE INNOVATOR CREDO
Grant us the wisdom that we may learn to use our knowledge for a worthy
purpose. Editorials, comments, cartoons and captions represent the opinion
of the editorial board of THE INNOVATOR and do not necessarily represent
the opinion of student representatives, the student body in general, adviser,
faculty or administration of Governors State University. Signed editorials are
opinions of their authors. The INNOVATOR recognizes fairness, therefore,
welcomes rebuttals, comments or criticism.

COMPETENCY
�(UGH)AR£

EDITORIAL
Procrastination: a Spreading Disease on Campus

t

Procrastination can also be used to
protect your self image. If you do poor
ly on a test, you can always claim that
you really did not try very hard. This is
especially true for students who doubt
their intelligence or ability. Pro
crastination can also be a way to rebel
against being forced to go to college
when you don't really want to be there.
It is a way of passively failing out while
appearing to be working hard at your
coursework.
Learning disabilities, such as dyslex
ia, can also lead to procrastination. If
you have difficulties reading, then
studying can become a painful,
frustrating experience. Sometimes let
ters will appear reversed to someone
with a reading disability. My advice is
this: if you think that you have a learn
ing disability, go to the Student
Development Center. The counselors
there are willing to help you out.
Procrastination can result from any
combination of the above factors. If
you feel that it works for you, then
there is no problem. If you want to
change your study habits, the Student
Development Center is the right office
to go to.

Littering: Immature and Thoughtless

�·.

Gum wrappers, candy wrappers,
papers, pop cans and food remnants.
These are the sights one sees when
walking through the cafeteria and
around the campus. They are careless
ly thrown everywhere, so much so that
they have become a natural fixture of
GSU's landscape. This litter is destroy
ing the beauty of GSU and shows a
discernable lack of respect for our
university and community.
We feel that students should start
making an effort to keep li}ter a
minimal problem at GSU. Not only

CHANGING GSU'S IMAGE

At a meeting held for his civil service
staff, the then new dean of student af
fairs and services stated that he had
been charged with certain mandates.
One of those mandates, he said, was to
effect a change in the negative image
held of GSU by certain communities
from which we should logically be
drawing students.
The dean said that this negative im
age resulted primarily from GSU being
thought of as a black school, GSU's
proximity to Chicago Heights, and the
perception that the school was a paper
mill, distributing diplomas for profit.
That the administration would accept
such rhetoric as gospel was not to be
believed, but we continue to witness
such occurrences as: the removal of
the two black deans; the push for sole
ly white enrollment via the special pro
grams courses offered mainly in the far

north suburbs; the already-in-effect,
planned purge of minority-held civil
service positions; the withholding of
promotions from minority civil service
employees; the circumvention of the
personnel department administered
civil service rules and regulations in
order to create a position for a non
minority individual; the denial of tenure
to minority faculty; the less favorable
treatment accorded minority students
in the resolution of their academic pro
blems. We begin to believe that the ad
ministration wholeheartedly accepts,
endorses, and plans to implement a
policy of eliminating minorities.
It is time to bring to a halt the pro
mulgation of this exclusionary, self
defeating policy and it is time for every
intellectually and morally honest
member of the GSU family to work
together to ensure equitable treatment
tor all.

COU NSELORS CORN ER

UNNECEa5A�Y.
Procrastination involves putting
things off until the last minute. A lot of
students fall into this pattern with their
classwork and end up "cramming" for
exams. The result is that studying
becomes a negativ·e experience. You
may find that you get confused easily
during an exam and can't seem to
remember what you "learned" in your
rush to catch up.
Storing facts in your memory re
quires time and repetition. Feeling
burned out does not help you to con
centrate on the material that you are
de sperately trying to retain.
There are several reasons why
students get into a pattern of pro
crastination. High school may have
been easy for you so that you only
needed a day or two of studying in
order to pass the tests. College is a
more competitive environment and
your old study habits may not be ade
quate any longer.
Some student$ have a difficult time
organizing their study time so that the
•Jrocess becomes confusing and leads
o frustration. Putting it off until the last
minute helps to cut down on the
amount of frustration that has to be en
dured, or so it would seem

INNOVATOR

does it show the immaturity and
thoughtlessness of students and staff
who do litter, it costs a considerable
amount of money to be cleaned up.
Besides the cost of cleaning up trash
from lazy litterers, students should
realize the impression this litter gives
to visitors of the University. If students
and staff alike would make the extra ef
fort and walk a few more steps to a gar
bage can to dispose of their litter in
stead of tossing it on the ground, the
problem could be solved. How hard
can it be to tal� that extra distance? So,
let's go for it!
Eddy Abakporo, Editor

LETTER TO THE EDITOR
Letter Policy

Finals are almost over and you may
be thinking about the upcoming holi
day season. Not everyone looks for
ward to the holidays because for some
it can be a very lonely time. Loneliness
is a feeling or emotional state; it is an
unpleasant awareness of missing
something; it is being alone when be
ing alone isn't wanted; it is the longing
for somethi�g or someone that is not
present.
Feeling lonely on occasion is
something we have all experienced. It
is a normal response that occurs in
reaction to real events and is usually
transient or short lived.
If you anticipate feeling lonely during
this holiday season, we have some
suggestions for you. A key point is to
recognize the transient nature of this
state, it will pass. Also recognize the
cause... usually something specific
that is absent or missing. The remedy
for loneliness is usually specific and
the loneliness will diminish if the par
ticular thing that is missed is regained.
Therefore, if you miss a particular per
son, contact with that person will help.
Sometimes we must substitute when
making that contact is not possible.
Talking to a close friend or setting up
specific events to look forward to may
help. However, if you become preoc
cupied with loneliness and cannot
seem to feel better through your own
actions, seek help from a professional.
The Office of Student Development has
trained counselors and referral
sources to assist you. For more in
formation contact us at 534-5000, ext.
2142 or 2431 or stop by our office, D.
wing, 1st floor (across from the
cafeteria.)
••••••••••••••••
e
The INNOVATOR is publishede
•
bi-weekly. Students are responsi-•
•
ble for the content of the IN-•
•NOVATOR and views presented•
• do not necessarily represent, in
•
ewhole or in part, those of �he•
eGovernors State University Ad-•
em i n i s t r a t i o n , F a c u I t y o r•
eStudents. Columns that carry by-•
elines are the opinion of the author•
and do not necessarily represent
that of the iNNOVATOR.
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•
Office hours are 9:00 a.m. to•
•s:oo p.m. Monday through Fri-•
• day. Phone (312) 534-5000, Ext.•
e2260 or 2140 for news and advertis-•
eing information.
•
e The INNOVATOR is printed bye
e the Litho Type/Midwest Com-•
e munity Press in Lansing, Ill.
•
••••••••••••••••

Readers are encouraged to write letters to the editor. Letters must be no
longer than 300 words, type written, double spaced. They ate subject to editing.

INNOVATOR STAFF

Letter writers are expected to make their points in terms of issues, rather than

Acting Editor, Ad. Mgr.Eddy E. Abakporo IV
Acting Asst. Editor,
Chief PhotographerBuzz Hume
Reporter/Graphics- Tommy Conner
Candy Anderson
Reporter-

personalities.
Publications will always depend upon limitations of space, timeliness, and
relevance of material. Letters must be signed by the author's title and/or major
and year in school. No unsigned letter will be accepted for publication. Name
may be withheld upon request, only upon consulting with the editor.

By a Concerned Observer

Loneliness

BPA NEWSLIN E
April Graduates
Students who intend to graduate in
April 1982 are reminded to refer to their
Study Plan copy to be sure they have
taken all the courses needed to
graduate. Also required will be any
coursework related to the competency
examinations. If you are uncertain of
your status, arrange to see a BPA ad
visor.
BPA Happenings
Gavin Brown, coordinator of Real
Estate Program, has recently con
ducted a successful workshop
(November 21) on creative Real Estate
Financial Analysis using the Texas In
strument Business Analyst I I
Calculator.
Due to the excellent
response, he is planning to repeat the
workshop during the Winter and
Spring/Summer trimesters.
Congratulations are in order for
Charles Olson, Marketing, who has
recently published an article entitled,
" Improved Buying Decisions Through
Marketing Logistics Techniques."
Paul Green, Public Administration,
also deserves congratulations on the
publication of his chapter, "Irish
Chicago: The Multiethnic Road to
Machine Success" in the recently
published book, Ethnic Chicago.
El ec tives
There are usually many questions at
this time about elective courses.
Undergraduate Business Administra
tion students can choose electives
from accounting, economics, finance,
marl<etmg, management or real estate
coursework. Many students do not
realize that the real estate coursework
can be utilized to fill the free elective or
business elective segment on their
study plans. Gavin Brown, the program
coordinator, points out that several of
these courses, especially the survey
course, (BPA 3601) has no prere
quisite.
Graduate business electives are to
be from the business disciplines.
Anything other than a traditional
business course requires a written
petition and approval from the Dean of
the College. Graduate students are ad
vised to check on � II elective courses
with the Dean's office.

�------
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������������������������ go out and find something to do during
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the holidays. Unfortunately, I am going
to work on Xmas day. Nevertheless, I
will try to enjoy myself and have fun.

My new year resolution is that I will
resume going to church again because
it's been 3 years that I have not been to
.church. I hope to start cleaning up my
,act and be more responsible. I hope to
graduate next year.

rnrnrnrnrnrnrnrnrnrnrnrnrnrnrnrnrnrnrnrnrn�rnrn
Photo by Buzz �me
As we begin the final exams this week, a lot of students will be making!
a last-minute effort to catch up with their reading. With the holidays in
sight, Xmas and New Years around the corner, and the year 1981 about to be
behind us, the INNOVATOR addressed
interviewed below. What do you think
How do you feel at this time when
your Xmas wishes and New Year

1981 has brought some changes for
me. I got a decent job and enrolled in
school. The year has given me goals,
directions and self improvement. I am
coming back to school next year.

the following questions to the students
about the quality of education at GSU?
Xmas is around the corner? What are

resolutions? What changes in life has
the year 1981 brought to your life?
The opinions expressed in this col umn do not in any way reflect, express
or imply the views of the university, the faculty or the INNOVATOR, but those
of the interviewees.
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EL EV ENT H HOU R
FRI ENDS
When you are rich and have full
powers,
And your homestead is decked with
flowers,
Your friends will flock round you for
hours.
When you attain great heights and
fame,
And nations boast you with acclaim,
Your friends will glorify your name.
When victory paves the path of war,
And you emerge a conqueror,
Your friends will fawn and bow galore.
But should your fortune ebb and wane,
Your wealth and worth go down the
drain,
Your friends will wabble like a vane.

(

A friendship that is born of greed
Is like a piece of broken reed
Which never confidence can breed.
Eleventh hour friends exist
The simple folk to fool and twist;
So we must learn; that is the gist.
By Eddy Abakporo

NAME: Brian Wheater, Senior(BPA)
HOMETOWN: Naperville

NAME: Oluseye Sandra, Graduate
(BPA)
HOMETOWN: Foreign Student from
Nigeria

NAME: Jane Tucker, Graduate (BPA)
HOMETOWN: Olympia Fields

From the standpoint of a student, I
will say that it is comparable to every
other school I know of. I am convinced
that GSU has come a long way.
I am not that excited about Xmas. I
am anxious to go back to my country
and I look forward to spending next
year's Xmas in my country. I wish that I
could get good grades. I also wish my
instructors well and good luck ir
respective of the grades they may
decide to give me.
As a new year resolution, I hope to
be more relaxed and spend time with
my family. I hope to improve and do
b�tter in my studies, and also to im
prove my human relations with people.
I look forward to graduating next year.
The year 1981 has brought sobriety
into my life. Certain situational and per
sonal events have compelled me to
cast a retrospective view on my
achievements in the past years. I have
learned to take things as they come. I
will be coming back to school next
year. Most likely.

I think that the quality of education
has improved tremendously. They
have changed the grading system and
have hired more qualified teachers.
The MBA program has been accredited
since last August. Overall, the quality
of education is very progressive.
With holidays and Xmas around the
corner, I feel very enthusiastic about
the whole thing. I think that it is the
best time of the year. I wish everybody
a happy and merry Xmas and a pro
sperous new year. I also wish to pass
my classes with good grades.
My new year resolution is be more
punctual and to attend more cultural
activities. The year 1981 has offered me
many opportunities in life, such as a
new job and a cruise I have always
dreamt about.

Although I have not been to many
colleges, I think that the quality of
education here is adequate. In the
Department of Public Administration,
some of the professors are good.
Other areas in the CBPA are ques
tionable.
Christmas is a time for relaxation es
pecially between trimesters. However,
as a member of the Army ROTC, I will
be taking some courses in one of the
Army schools during this holiday. My
resolution in the coming year (1982) is
to work harder and to be more punc
tual.
Since this year, I have undergone a
lot of changes. I switched from Air
Force ROTC to Army ROTC. I went to
school to learn how to jump out of
airplanes. I am definitely coming back
to school r.ext year.

Indiana

I like the quality of education here
and I believe that it is comparable to
other schools. The teachers here are
helpful and the course contents are
good.

NAME: Chas Maricich, Senior(BPA)
HOMETOWN: Richton Park

Although I have not attended other
four year colleges, I think that the
quality of education here is excellent.
The quality, however, depends on the
type of instructor a student may or
might have.

I feel great about Xmas because it is
a time for fun. My new year resolution
is to do better in my school work.
1981 has changed my life a great deal
because I left my country to come the
the USA to study. Altho11gt it may
seem like a challenge, I will try to take
advantage of the opportunity. I am
coming back to school next year.

I am not that excited about Xmas.
Whether it is holidays or not, I
always get bored if I am not doing
something constructive. I will have to
I

I
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Though borne of my dreams and
desires,
Carefully guided through formative
years,
I cannot claim her.
Reluctantly given to another,
Nurtured and polished after their way,
In maturity she does not know her
mother.
Who is this child, now a lady of fame,
Still known as I christened her in '73?
Beautifully gowned and launched in
society,
She's the jewel of Joliet.

M EMORI ES OF
C HRISTMAS
I'm no priest but
railroad tracks like me.
My friend Dog told me
that cold feet make the
walk longer.
The last match on
the first cigarette leads
me to think
where the smoke went?

Night stars teach angels coordination.
Midnight hockey players pretend
they're Gordie Howe and
Oscar Robertson on ponds
silhouetted by Canadian geese.
,

HOMETOWN: Foreign Student from

At last my baby is come of age.
Her debut is fabulous, she glitters,
She exudes life.
Her adoptive parents stand in the
receiving line
While I beam from the depths of a
crowd.

by Nancy George

Amigoes, Hombres and
Spaniel Tough Dog
know the warmth of a
swim at dawn. Fishing at sunrise.
Hot chocolate in the thermos.
Hot fish and cold beer for lunch.

NAME: Dani Patel, Junior(SHP)

MY BA BY HAS
COM E OF AG E

The pack horses are tired.
They snicker bravely in tight bridles
wishing for no saddles.
I need tame oats
for an untamed mind.
Sweat tells the story of trees
unclimbed.
Today's treasures end in sleepy eyes.
The job finished gives and takes
Something unknown.
Kats walk alleys I've never
seen.
By George McEwen
'• '•

.
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The memories of Christmas
Filling hearts with an overflow of
sentimentality
Its memories snatching on today's
dreams
Intermingling the senses to its full
presence.
Will the Christmas today, build a
tomorrow's dream
With its wonder and its awe,
To last for a moment like a snatch of
time?
Will the love, the peace, the joy that is
Christmas
stray past the days consigned, to last
through the seasons beyond?
Capture its spirit, the treasures are
yours to mold!
By Joy Dralle

HOROSCOP E
ARIES: (March 21 to April 19) Tensions ease, and while it may be
hard to concentrate, you can make real
progress toward career goals. Use
your creative imagination, express
your opinions and you will gain
cooperation from others
TAURUS: (April 20 to May 20)- Some
Taureans may be taking a journey and
restlessness to get started makes it
hard to take care of present routine
matters. Be kind and considerate of
associates -=-- get your mmd off
yourself by thinking of others.
Continued on page 5
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FOLLETTS GSU BOOKSTORE

SOMETHING FOR EVERYONE ON YOUR SHOPPING LIST

- Hundreds of Books

-Originally $6.95 to $50.00
-ONLY $1.98 To $34.95
EDUCATION TODAY
By Helene Marshall
What an endless subject education
is ... constant research . . . continual
learning to keep abreast of all the
research in every avenue of learning
from every new technology developed
in science to in-depth study of
literature, the arts and theatre.
I recently completed a special
literature study with a most co
operative professor which I would like
to share with you in the hopes that the
public will find a need for theatre, arts,
and literature.
I have always been interested in the
arts from my studies in drama and
t· heatre to this special study in
literature. In my view, literature is an
exciting form of education. You learn
the background of so many different
types of authors, and their stories and
styles of writing are each very unique.
I found that writing of the French
Author, Guy De Maupassant quite in
teresting, not only from my present
study, but his work stayed with my
mind after I discovered his short
stories in an old bookcase a relative
had left a few years ago.
One of my favorite works of his which
I'm sure you'll also enjoy reading is
"The Necklace," a unique story with a

lilastal
IOOrs

"SPECIALISTS
IN STUDENT
ROUP TOURS"

STUDENT REP NEEDED
to promote our annual spring
break trips to Florida. FREE
TRIP TO FLORIDA plus
commission.
Call or write: Coastal Tours
5461 N. East River Rd.
Chicago, Ill. 60656 (312) 6934759.

surprise ending. Some of his in
teresting works are available in the
GSU Library.
I'm only relating this one author to
you as an example of one author's
work, there are others you will find that
will broaden your interest in literature.
My feelings that the importance of
not only literature, but all cultural
aspects should be a part of each in
dividual is not everyones feelings.
As I am writing this, I just became
aware of a possible solution. If the
students and the universities constant
ly project culture to the public in all
form of the arts, the public individually
will finally grasp at their particular
culturual interest, whether it be
literature, art, theatre, whatever, and
people will find a need to have culture
in their lifestyle and the arts and
education will continue to grow.
Communication is very important to
education; one hour detailed conversa
tion in todays research in various areas
of science with my science professor
has given me knowledge to give to
others. If feel the motto I developed
will always hold true "A gift of
Knowledge never wears out.''

·OPEN LETTER TO B.O.G.
CHAIRMAN
Dear Dominick:
Once again the Board of Governors
is faced with the unpleasant task of
deciding on the tuition level to be
charged BOG students.
While the most immediate topic is
money, the real issue at hand is the
future of public university education.

It has unfortunately become the
fashion for makers of public policy politicians and less overtly political ad
ministrators alike - to focus on the lone
individual rather than on concerns for
the common welfare and the collective
betterment. One of the particularly
detrimental ways in which this has af
fected Illinois public policy has been
the BHE policy concerning public
university tuition. BHE policy on tui
tion, starting with a focus on the in
dividual as the major "recipient" oJ the
public university "product," proceeds
from there to articulate what is in
essence a policy of maximizing tuition.
The effects of such a tuition policy in
itself are, not surprisingly, to restrict
access to public university education,
a direct contradiction of the historical

mission of the public universities.
The problems of decreased access
will, of course, be vastly magnified by
the changes already made in student
aid by the Reagan administration, to
say nothing of the further massive cuts
which Reagan spokespersons are now
advocating. The revisions recently
made in ISSC regulations, revisions
which favor private colleges and
universities, will compound the prob
lems.
These facts make it imperative that
you refuse to conduct business as
usual by approving a tuition increase
recommendation based on an analysis
of only a part of the situation faced by
BOG students.
Additionally, we hereby renew our
long-standing offer to lobby jointly dur
ing the next legislative session in
behalf of a legitimate budget represen
ting the actual needs of our univer
sities.
Sincerely,
Margaret Schmid
President, UPI
(University Professionals of Illinois)

Harris Trust and Savings Bank is trying to establish a
network of potential employees by an "open house." Talk
to Sharrie Whittaker from Harris Bank. She will be in the
Hall of Governors here at GSU from 3 to 4 p.m. on
December 7, 1981.

•
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Advance Registration Begins
Advance registration for the 1982
winter trimester has begun since Nov.
16 and will continue till Dec. 16.
Students who have participated in
advance registration must return to
GSU on Jan. 6 or 7 to obtain their
schedules and pay tuition and fees.
Students who did not participate in ad
vance registration may register and
pay fees on Jan. 7. Classes will begin
on Monday, Jan. 11, and end on April
24.
University officials point out that
under normal circumstances students

who register in advance have priority
over students who register later in
selection of and enrollment in their
desired courses.
New students seeking to enroll in
degree programs at the junior, senior
or master level must submit applica
tions and credentials no later than
Monday, December 7. Students who
are not seeking admission to a degree
program, or who are unable to meet
the deadline, may enroll as students
at-large on January 7.

FACULTY EXCHANGE PROGRAM

Dr. Joyce S. Kennedy, Occupational
Education Project Coordinator, an
nounces the Faculty Exchange Project
for Governors State University faculty
who wish to participate in the field
visitations to businesses and/or pro
fessional institutions related to their
major fields. Through cooperative ar
rangements with selected occupa
tional-related agencies, new tech
niques and innovations in the field may

Lost Your
Belongings?

Lost and Found for the University is
located in the Student Activities Center
- Resource Office (1st Floor - E.
wing). If you have lost an item, you can
check with us, or if you have found an
item you may turn it in to us. Our hours
are Monday-Friday (8:30-8:00), and Sat
urday (8:30-12:30).

Sorority Forming
Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority Inc., the
first black sorority founded in 1908, are
making plans to charter an under
graduate chapter at GSU. To qualify
you must be a full time undergraduate
matriculating at GSU and have a 2.0
grade point average on a 4.0 scale.
A table will be set up during Winter
1982 registration January 6 and 7th to
introduce you to our organization.
For information, please contact
Adrian Wright at 534-0838 or Cheryl
Presswood at 339-0717 or you can leave
your name, phone number and ad·
dress in the GSU Student Activities Of
fice.
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be observed first hand by GSU faculty
for utilization in classroom mstruct1on.
Additionally, limited time for in-service
and instructional activites presented
by professionals in the field will be
made available to participating GSU
personnel. For further information and
application, contact the Occupational
Education Project Office, extension
2589 or 2527. Applications should be
submitted by December 7, 1981.

Band Presents
Concert

The 47-piece .3overnors State
University-Community Symphonic
Band will present its annual winter con
cert on Tuesday evening, Dec. 8, at
8:00 in the Music Recital Hall.
Directed by Robert Hindsley, com
munity professor of music at GSU, the
band will play music ranging from
Girolamo Frescobaldi and Emmanuel
Chabrier to Twentieth Century com
posers Edwin Franko Goldman and
Norman Delio Joio.
The band is composed of students
who earn collegiate credits in music,
members of the GSU staff and
residents of communities throughout
the region served by Governors State,
mostly the southern suburbs. In all, 20
communities are represented.

Continued from page 3
GEMINI: (May 21 to June 20) Good
time to reactivate a plan you had that
requires the help of others. A career
matter can be solved now. Participate
in community of civic affairs to in
crease your reputation and social stan
ding.
CANCER: (June 21 to July 22) - You
can have success now in forwarding
your personal plans. Keep your
original ideas to yourself, though, in
case someone may profit from it in
stead of you. Chance of a financial
windfall from a·previous investment or
loan.
LEO: (July 23 to Aug. 22)- You could
be the center of attention now and real
ly enjoy it. More leisure time makes it
possible to enjoy hobbies and enter
taining. Get out a lot and keep up your
social life. Be sure to show gratitude
for the friendship given to you.
VIRGO: (Aug. 23 to Sept. 22) - Catch
up on all the many small duties that
have accumulated- shopping, phone
calls, repairs and odds and ends. High
energy impels you to be competitive
and combative, so watch your tongue
to not injure other's feelings.
LIBRA: (Sept. 23 to Oct. 22)- You are
inspired now, so get out creative pro
jects and rework them. Some Librans
find they can take a long desired
journey now. Your pace is fast and you
know you are performing well. Accept
attention from others
-

SCORPIO: (Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) - A
rather hectic schedule continues, .and
if you have met your deadlines it can
be culminating-success for you. A cur
rent problem is best solved by listen
ing to your own intuition - play it by
ear.
SAGITTARIUS: (Nov. 22 to Dec. 21)
You can feel a real pleasure in your
work now as the financial picture
becomes more encouraging. Pent up
emotions and tensions should be ex
pressed now to "clear the air" and
give you a feeling of peace.
CAPRICORN: (Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) Good time to discuss Christmas plans
with a dear one - perhaps inviting a
relative to share the holidays with you.
A feeling of calm and greater satisfac
tion with things as they are makes you
feel better adjusted.
AQUARIUS: (Jan. 20 to Feb. 18) Concentration on projects already
underway is favored now. Rework
ideas and plans you may have given up
on before, since you are especially
creative at the moment. A trip with a
friend is possible.
PISCES: (Feb. 19 to March 20)
Utilize your philosophical abilities to
simplify the solution to problems now.
Someone you meet now could help
you fulfill a long-held dream. Take
stoc� of where you have been, what
you have accomplished, and try again.

A TTENnON-PROFESSORS
Please help yourselves as well as
The deadline for winter 1982 reserves
your students by submitting your rehas been set for January 4, 1982.
Materials and reserve lists received quests early.
If you have questions, please call
after this date will be accepted by the
Library, however, they will be pro- Bonnie Ahlberg at ext. 2327.
cessed as time allows.
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VOLUNTEER OF THE YEAR
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1
show started again last February and
has included people such as Paul
Green and Joyce Bluth from GSU,
state representatives, a drug abuse
counselor and Terry Cummings, a
center on the DePaul University

basketball team.
Gordon describes his show as very,
"laid back. I try to stay away fror.'l the
provocative. I'm more concerned about
where the spark comes from the per
son, what motivates him."
As an explanation for his running for
office, Gordon replied that, "the main
reason for running for office in your
community is that you think you can
make a better contribution than the
people already in office."
Gordon believes that the new state
legislature reapportiQnment is an op
portunity for his community to be more
powerful in the 80th District. "It pulls
us away from the Bloom Republicans

with theoretical approaches. I thought
it would also help me in my political
aspirations.''
He came to GSU because it was
close but primarily, "because of the
calibre of some of the people here like
Paul Green, Peter Colby, and Carl
Stover. They stimulated me because of
the kinds of things they were talking
about.''
However, Gordon orated that, "my
current opinion is a lot better than my
previous one. I wondered if the Univer
sity knew where the hell it was going. I
had more stimulation at PSC. Here, I
found it sort of dry and there was a lot
of bull. Nobody was into much of
anything.
"Now, the University is settling
down and finding its place in higher
education," Gordon noted. Presently,
Gordon said, "I feel like I'm almost in a
cronie club with the professors." He

INNOVATOR

Sculpture Renovations
Completed
By Buzz Hume
Several pieces of the Nathan
Manilow Sculpture Park have recently
received extensive repairs, according
to Bill Dodd, director of University
Relations at GSU.
"We have close to a million dollars
worth of sculpture on our campus,"
Dodd explained, "and that sculpture
requires care. Three of the major
pieces, "Illinois Landscape No. 5,"
"Prairie Chimes," and "For Lady Day"
were, from their massive weight, sink
ing into the ground." In an effort to
solve this problem and prevent its
recurrence in the future, approximate
ly twenty concrete footings were
poured to anchor the pieces.
"Icarus", the sculpture by the en
trance, had broken for the third time
due to heavy winds. It was also
repaired and cemented to the ground,
thereby permanently siting the piece
for the first time.
Besides anchoring the pieces,
cables had to be replaced on "Prairie

Mr. Charles Gordon Sr.
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Photo by Buzz Hume

Chimes" and "For Lady Day." These
sculptures, along with the huge yellow
"Landscape" were repainted.
The repair work is being directed by
Dan Yarbrough, one of the foremen
who worked on the Mary Miss
sculpture last summer. A sculptor
himself, Yarbrough recently exhibited
some of his own works in the Loop.
Two other fellow New Yorkers who
worked with him on "Field Rotation"
are helping with the repairs. The artists
who created the works were consulted
throughout the renovation process,
and gave their permission for the work
to be done.
In addition to repairing the major
pieces, two of the smaller works were
relocated. "Oblique Angles," by
Jerald Jacquard, was moved from the
rear patio to the front of the school by
the driveway. The former site was
thought to have created too much com
petition with Jerry Peart's "Falling
Meteor."
sculptor John Payne, was moved to the
right of the main entrance. Its removal
was to avoid competition with the
pagoda near the guest parking lot.
The repairs and relocations were
paid for from money specifically for
sculpture work in the Manilow account
of the GSU Foundation. The $13,500
pricetag for the work does not come
from the students funds and cannot be
spent on anything else, Dodd reported.

Although the painting of the pieces is a

continuous maintainance process, the
repair work and permanent siting of the
pieces is a one-time expense.
An interesting point concerning the
repair work is that cranes were not
used at any point. The lifting of the
pieces was accomplished by means of
pulleys and scaffolding. Since cranes
are very expensive to rent, this method
provided a significant savings.
The Nathan Manilow Advisory Coun
cil has recommended to the Founda
tion Board the commissioning of
another site-specific sculpture. The
chosen artist, Martin Puryear, is from
Chicago. His work will be sited be
tween "Prairie Chimes" and the
"Phoenix," and will consist of a giant
bronze chair, a series of miniature

William Dodct
sculptures and a bridge going out into
the nearby pond.
The work is scheduled to be com
pleted before May 16 of next year. That
date is significant, Dodd said, because
a group of dealers from all over the
world will be coming to GSU in connec
tion with the Chicago Art Expo. They
will be having brunch here and touring
the sculpture park.
Since the beginning of the Nathan
Manilow Sculpture Park in 1 976, GSU
has received international acclaim for
its collection. The addition of the Mary
Miss sculpture has brought much at
tention to the campus. "Visits by the
Chicago Art Expo dealers and more
recently a group from the Art
Associates, prove that our campus has
become an important showcase for
modern art,'' Dodd concluded.

feels this is caused in part by the age
and makes the area more conducive to
a Democrat, Independent or Liberal."
and the interests of the faculty.
"I've met some people who are do
Although he concedes that he has
ing some good things that I like very
already been asked to participate in
much, like serving on committees and
several political campaigns, Gordon
making a positive contribution. If you
says that he has no immediate plans as
don't participate and stay active, the
a candidate. He hopes to finish his
school dries up. I think it's important
bachelor's degree in Public Service in
the College of Business and Public Ad
that this goes on.
"I was out of GSU for a year. You
ministration (CPBA) by spring and
can't see the baby grow until you stay
then, "we'll see what happens."
away for a week. It can be a very good
The Fall Trimester was Gordon's first
University, but now it's still in the
as a full-time student. He works in the
fledgling stage."
Registrar's Office when not attending
When asked what he'd like to see
classes. He has attended GSU off and
happen for the University and himself
on since 1979 after transferring from
as a student, Gordon said 1hat he'd like
Prairie State College.
to see the data processing department
He enrolled at Prairie State in order
grow but he'd really like to see the
to obtain a radio/telephone operator's
Public Policy Institute bringing in pro
license. "For the first time in 20 years, I
fessionals to speak to students more
was in a college situation.'' He decided
often. This would give students a bet
to stay at the college and worked
ter idea of the working world they hope
toward an associate's degree in liberal
to enter.
arts.
"Bring in the guy who's lost half of
A change in employment status
his stomach. He can tell you a lot about
started to change Gordon's perspec
being a corporate accountant," Gor
tiVe toward college. "I'd been in data
don concluded.
processing for 25 years and more than
half of that time was in administration.
But budget cuts and company reloca- r------,�-r--����---,
tion left me out looking for a job,'· he
noted. "When you're closer to 50 than
40, you have to have a degree."
He encountered the same problem
OFF
that is met by many people in their mid
dle years. "People interviewing you
EXP. 12-31-81
could be your kids, and hiring you
could make them insecure."
Gordon said that, "I wanted
something different. I didn't want to
compete with youngsters coming out
WITH THIS COUPON
of college. I'd paid my dues in the pits.
"I wanted to do something I would
•
want to do for the rest of my life and to
take advantage of the skills and conL YTTONS PARK FOREST
tacts. I had to put practice together
....;
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Job Mart
The post ings i n the "Job Mart " are for GSU students and alum n i w ho are· R E G I ST E R E D W I TH T H E U N I V E RS I TY PLAC E M E N T O F F I C E . We
will be happy to f urnish i nformation i f you w i l l come i n t o t he Placement Office and present the Job Number shown above the position i n w h ich

you are i nterested. I f you have a completed and up to date credent ial file i n t he Placement Office but i t is i m poss ible for you to get into our
d uring office hours, please contact Mrs: Mary H ughes at Extension

B U S I N ESS
B-OTHER-1 n LABOR RELATIONS CON
SULTANT
Minimum of Bachelor's Degree, Master's
a plus, work involves extensive travel and
long hours. Salary: $20-$30,000 plus commis
sion on new business - Homewood , I L .
B-OT H E R- 1 76 DEMONSTRATOR
To demonstrate product in Marshall Field
Store in Orland Square M a l l . To work Satur
day, December 5, 1 2, and 19 only from 1 1 :30
AM until 3:30 PM. $5 / hr .
B-SALES-203 S A L E S R E P R ESENTATIVES
Assist people in money management with
total

investment

program

E-H E-2853 MATHEM ATICS I N STRUCT

E-EL-659 LIBRARIAN { M EDIA SPECIALIST)

Masters in

For the 1 981 -82 school year. - Harvey, I L .

Math , 3 yrs teaching exper,

teaching exper at com mun ity college level

degree and Perso n n e l / labor relations work

{annuities,

in

surance, mutual funds, etc . ) . M u st be w i l l
ing to learn, outgoing personality, 2 wk
training period in M i n neapo l i s . Stipend first
year, then commission. - Joliet, I L .

preferred. Develop course materials and in
structional strategies for course in Finite
Math , College Algebra, and Probabilities &
Statistics,

teach

both

day

and

evening,

assist in selection of part-time instructors,
serve as advisor for LAS students, serve on
committees.

To

beg i n

Jan.

4,

1 982.

State U niversity. See Placement Office for
further details.
E-PL-84 TEACHING POSITIONS
Ed,

Instrumental

Music/ Band Director, Read i n g , Art, Phys
Ed, Math/ Physics, Special Ed, Biology. HS
English/ Read i n g , Assoc Di rector of Admis
sions and Records positions available in
Chicago area. See Placement Office for

management in housing program property,

E-PL-85 REG TECH SERV R E P , COM PUTER

prefer degree in Bus. Ad m i n . , Acctg or a

PROGRA M M E R , INTERNAL A U DITOR, AC

related field (exper can

COUNTANT, STAFF A U DITORY, AD

student

housing

be substituted).

d i rect

and

facilities

manage

Applications

details.

These positions and more in Chicago area
See Placement Office for details.

E-H E-2861 1RRIGATION SPECIALIST

AND GEN ON CAMPUS SEMINARS
Prior training a n d / or exper in program

w/1 yr in irrigation system maintenance.
$1338 / $1 594 / mo Dead line· Dec. 4 , 1 981 - San
Luis Obispo, CA .
ENGLISH DEPT H EAD

area.
E-PL-83 FIELD A U DITOR, ACCO U NTANT,

E-HE-2858 COORD O F A D U LT RE-ENTRY

development, admin istration, counseling
and coord inating activities for com mun ity
adults, previous exper in development and
presentation of workshops. BA degree re

Ph. D. in approp. discipl i ne with extensive

quired.

exper. To teach part-time beg i n n i n g J u n e ,

programs and services designed to assist

Organize,

ASST
See Placement

initiate and administer

for

further

in

quisition and maintenance once the system
becomes part of the regular inventory.

area.

$28,245/ yr. Deadline: Dec. 14, 1 981 - Wright

E-HE-2869 E N G LI S H I N STRUCTOR

Patterson, O H .
PS-FED-662 SUGG ESTION PROGRAM

Appropriate Graduate Degree and recent
and extensive teac h i n g exper, preferably at
community college level. To teach courses
in the English DiSCipline on full-time basis.
To start Jan. 1 1 , 1 982. Dead line: Dec. 4 , 1 981
- Chicago, I L .
2 positions for Spri ng, 1 982, Semester only
per at college level

To start Jan. 1 1 , 1 982.

STRUCTOR

Must have 3 yrs general exper and 2 yrs of
specialized

and the current program languages To start

visory functions on all matters pertaining to

Jan. 1 1 , 1 982.
Chicago, I L .

management and analysis of computerized
mil itary personnel data. $ 1 9 . 477/ yr - Wright

Dead l i n e :

Dec.

4,

1 981

-

H U M A N S E R V I C ES-SO C I A L
WO R K

The pos1tions are available with university i n
San Luis Obispo, C A . See Placement Office

child

setting under direct supervision. $6,825 / yr.

SIONS & RECORDS

for further information.

Available immed. - Chicago, IL.

Bachelors degree, Masters preferred, 5 yrs

E-H E-2865 DATA PROCESSING IN

HS-SW-583 TEAC H E R AIDE
Part-time available immed. H S diploma or

sions and School and College Relations Of
fice. - Chicago, IL.
E-H E-2864 1 N STRUCTOR- N U RSING
EDUCATION
Masters

degree

surgical

in

masters

n u rsing,
d e g ree

medical

preferre d ,

work/ teaching exper preferred, current Il
linois license as AN, ANA membership
recommend ed To beg i n Jan. 4 , 1 982. To
conduct

classes

in

nursing

theory

and

practicum courses. Dead line: Dec. 9. 1 981 Joliet, I L .
E-OTH E R-761 I N STRUCTOR OR A I D E
Part-time positions for preschool instructor
or aide. M u st have some equivalent work
with

youngsters.

Approx.

17

toours

per

week, term to begin Jan. 1 8. Children are 3-5
year olds. - Matteson, I L .
E-EL-658 TEAC H E R ' S AIDE
Bilingual/ bicultural, must speak Spa n i s h .
lmmed available. If have 3 0 h o u r s letter o f
approval for teacher a i d e position, p a y i s
$4.20/ hr; if have n o t received 3 0 hours letter
of approval , pay i s $3.42/ hr. Blue Island , I L .
E-PL-81 VARIOUS
Asst.

P ro f / B l a c k

Studies,

School

Psychologist, Personnel Analyst, Editorial
Elementary
Science,
Senior
Program
mer/ Analyst, Cost Accounting Clerk, Santa
Claus
E-5EC-71 1 TEAC H E R
Permanent position to teach Spanish at all
levels. To begin January 1 8 , 1 982. - Chicago

to

begin

January,

1 982.

Deadline: Nov. 30, 1 982, East Peoria, I L .
E-H E-2866 ASST R E S I D E N C E H A L L
DIRECTOR
Bachelors degree required, prior residence
hall or teaching exper preferred . $5,200 for
ten months, an apartment for 12 month s . To
begin

Jan.

4,

1 982.

To work

in 9 floor

GED

plus

6

hrs

of

child

development

courses, must be resident of area served.
$3.75 / h r .
To assist teacher
classroom. - Ch1cago, I L .

with

the

HS-COU N-182 SITE DIRECTOR, PROGRAM
DIRECTOR, SOCIAL WOR K E R , GROU P
WOR K E R , YOUTH PROGRAM D I R , EX
ECUTIVE DIRECTOR
These and others available through local
employer

for

placement

throughout

the

Metropolitan area. - Chicago, IL
HS-SW-581 IN-HOME RESPITE WORKER

yrs

law

Science,

part-time

Pressroom

lecturer / Ph i losophy,

Division

Manager.

-

Coral

developmentally disabled children and / or
adults within their homes, throughout the

further information.

North Side of Chicago. Flexible hours .
Salary: $3.50-$6.00/hr, plus 1 9 ' / m i l e travel

Gables,

FL.

See

Placement

Office

for

E-HE-2868 1 N D U STRIAL E N G RG TECH. IN

reimbursement. - Chicago, I L .

STRUCTOR

M I S C E L LA N E O U S-

Exper in Industrial Engrg or related field,

M-ML-416 M U LTIPLE LISTI NGS

successful teach a n d / or curriculum exper
preferred . Teach and direct instructional
activities in lET self-paced format. 12 month
contract. Deadline: Dec. 30, 1 981 - Palos
Hills, IL.
E-H E-2872 A D M I N ISTRATIVE, TECH NICAL,
CLERICAL, FACU LTY AND SERVICE
Several
positions available i n
West
Lafayette, Indiana. See Placement Office for

Programs Specialists, Electronic Eng ineer,
Senior Planner, Executive Director, Asst .

Career-advancement positions from sup
plement of the Wall Street Journal. Most re

details.
E-H E-2873
Same as E-H E-2872.

M-S U M M ER-134 CAMP COU N SELORS
Several positions available for camps in

Additional

positions

supervise all officers of Security Section

E-H E-2875 N U RSING I N STR UCTOR
Master's degree in Specialty, teaching ex

Director,

Naturalist,

etc.

See

Placement Office for further details.

for 3 boys, ages 5, 10, and 1 4 . M u st be able
to cook and do laundry, must be reliable. To
begin Dec. 1 , 1 981 - Richton Park, IL
M-OTHER-242 M U LTIPLE LISTINGS

U . S . See Placement Office for details.

per preferably

in

an

Assoc

in

may be substituted for exper. Responsible
for safety and security of an urban campus
with avg daily
population of 50,000,

Deadline: Dec. 10, 1 981 - Chicago, I L .
E-H E-2876 FACULTV, A D M I N ISTRATIV E ,

management

CLERICAL A N D TEC H N ICAL

Jan.

1 982.

Several positions available in San Diego,
California. See Placement Office lor details.

P U B L I C S E R V I C E-LO C A L
PS-LOC-345 H O M E M A K E R
HS Grad or G E D e q u i v preferred, ability t o
relate

to

sick,

d i sabled

and

mfirmed

Seniors, working knowledge of homemak
reside

in

Will

County.

Routine

housekeeping duties, assist c l ients in
preparation of shopping lists, provide in
struction all phases of household mgmt,

personal care, accompan

ed . Most of the positions are throughout the

begin

3 yrs general ex per, 3 yrs specialized �xper,
statistical analysis exper. Responsible for

and others. All require relocating.
M-OTHE R-244 M U LTIPLE POSITIONS

Science N u rsing Progra m . To teach in F u n

To

PS-FED-679 QUA LITY ASSU RANCE
SPECIALIST

plan and prepare special d1et meals where

quire relocation. See Placement Office for
details.

damental and
Maternal-Child
N u rsing
courses for first year n u rsing students.

ministrative duties.

relations education. $19.477 / h r Deadline:
Dec. 9, 1 981 - Wright Patterson, OH.

Director-Personnel, Senior Buyer, Phar
maceutical Sales, Health Service Planner

university or large metro dept . , must meet

Deadline: Dec. 1 , 1 981 - Berkeley, CA.

provide tra i n ing and assistance in area of
equal opportunity and treatment and human

ing and home mgmt tec h n iq u es . have own

Calif. requirements for police officers, educ

ad

TY / H U M A N RELATIONS SPECIALIST
3 yrs general exper. 3 yrs special exper. To

car and

Applied

and

Patteron, O H .
PS-FED-669 E Q U A L OPPORT U N I

- Wright Patterson, OH

Many positions available i n Business,
Engineering, and Public Ad ministration list

respon s i b i l i t i e s

over shipment,

J

storage and receipt of p• rsonal property.
$23,566 / y r Dead l i n e . Dec 8. 1 981 - Wright

Respite trainmg prog ram . Provide basic
care a n d / o r h a b i l i ta t i v e
t ra i n i n g
to

Teacher of Piano, Part-time lecturer/ Mg m t

and administrate and manage security divi
sion of u niversity. Dead line: Jan. 1 1 , 1 982 Douglas, G A .

6

transportation programs To exercise mgmt
responsibil ity and coni

quality control of a wide variety of services

Angeles, California area. See placement of

min

6 yrs exper in fields rel!'!ted to traffic or

contracts. $28,245/yr Dead l i ne: Dec. 7, 1 981

M-OT H E R-241 BABYSITTER
Male or female student to live-in and care

preferred,

position of 1 yr. Dead l i n e . Dec . 4 , 19131 Wright Patterson , O H .
PS-FED-668 S U P E RVISORY TRAFFIC MGMT
SPECIALIST

adults, successful completion of In-Home

or related work, U .S . citizen. To direct and

degree

sta l l , remove, repair, and / or maintam key
telephone systems. $9 38/ hr for temporary

per in working with handicapped chi ldren or

MINISTRATORS
Several positions available within the Los

BA

Demonstrate necessary f nowledge, skills
and ability to perform the work desired. In

Deadline: Dec. 1 1 , 1 981 .. Bowling Green,

Swimming

enforcement background, 5 yrs mgmt exper
as dept of division chief with either large

Patterson, O H .
PS-FED-667 TELEPHONE MECH A N IC

Kentucky.
E-H E-2867 FACULTY & A D M I N ISTRATION

Degree in Criminal Justice or related field
preferred plus 3 yrs exper i n college police

fice for details.
HE-2857 CHIEF O F POLICE

Perform technical ad

HS Diploma or equiv., some training or ex

Wisconsin for Summer, 1 982. These include
Program Director, Camp Health Supervisor,

E-EL-660 TEACHERS AND AD

exper.

residence hall with 400 female students.

available.
E-H E-2874 PU BLIC SAFETY C H I E F

Heights, IL.

Patterson, O H

Degree in DP or equiv. tra i n i n g . To teach DP

formation. - San Diego, CA.
E-HE-2863 ASSOC. DIRECTOR OF ADM IS

position

summary

PS-FE D-66b SU PERVISORY I MILITARY

must be resident of area served by pro
gram. Perform duties related to the care of
children within a day care or preschool

time

e va l u a t i o n s ,

preparation , and conduct training sessions.
$1 8,585. Deadline: Nov. 20, 1 981 - Wri g h t

PERSO N N E L MGMT SPECIALIST

E-H E-2859 SLIDE CU RATOR, ART
LECTURER, ART D E PT ASST/ ASSOC

negotiable. 12 month position. To assume
responsibility for operation of the Admis

suggestions, scientific achievements and

E-H E-2871 DATA PROCESSING IN

TY AND ADM I N
See Placement Office for details and in

exper desirable, knowledge of COBOL and
at least one other language required. F u l l

exper (education may be substituted for ex
per and credit for volunteer work). Review

Deadline: Dec. 4 , 1 981 - Chicago, I L .

development courses required, ability to
communicate with clientele to be served,

Bachelors degree in data processing or

SPECIALIST
3 yrs general exper plus 2 yrs specialized

inventions,

E-H E-2870 E NGLISH I NSTRUCTOR

Dec. 1 . 1 98 1 . Salary: $17,000. Deadline: Nov.
23, 1 981 - Carterville, I L .

related area, Masters degree and teac h i ng

Wright Patterson , O H .

formation on these jobs i n the Chicagoland

adults to being or change careers. To start

responsibility, data processing knowledge,

com mu nications

developmental stages i n preparation for ac
Office

1 982. Deadline: Jan. 31 , 1 982 - S a n Luis

planning and managing budgets exper.
Available Feb. 1 , 1 982 - $2,000/ mo non

types o f

specialist and consultant in electronic
systems and related equipment d u ring the

Obispo, CA .
E-H E-2862 CLERICAL, T E C H N ICAL, FACUL

STRUCTOR

more

PS-FED-664 EQUIPMENT SPECIALIST

HS-SW-582 TEACHING AIDE
H S diploma, G E D or approved

exper in admissions work w / supervisory

or

6 yrs exper, 3 generalized , 3 specialist in
electronic
principles. To serve as a

Masters degree in English w/ teachmg ex

MIN ISTRATIVE ASST

must be received by January 4 . 1 982 - San
Luis Obispo, CA .
2 yrs exper in landscaping and groundswork

See Placement Office f o r further in
formation on these jobs in the Chicagoland

MONEY MARKET REP, ADMIN & MGMT

California

E D U C ATI O N

To

one

systems, citizens of or owe allegiance to
U . S. Deadline: Dec. 4 , 1 981 . $33,586/yr. -

ARTIST, PROG R A M M E R AN ALYST,

E-HE-2860 HOUSING MANAGER
3-5 yrs exper in property mgmt including

$1917/ $2309/ mo.

STRUCTOR, SCHOOL PSYCHOLOGIST,

M I N ISTRATIVE
Various positions

Kindergarten, Indu strial

PS-FED-663 COM M U N ICATIONS M A N A G E R
3 yrs generalized and specialized exper in
administrative, technical and profession i n

ASST DIR OF F I N A N CIAL A I D

SALES, G R A P H IC PRODUCTION AIR

in

P U B L I C S E R V I C E- F E D E R A L

E-PL-82 G U I DANCE COU NSELOR, ASST
S U PT FOR BUSI N ESS, MATH IN

Deadline: Nov. 23, 1 981 - Kankakee, I L .
E-H E-2854 CLERICAL, TECH N ICAL, AD
available

office

2163-4.

M-OTHE R-243 M U LTIPLE LISTINGS
Many
career a d v a n c e m e n t
positions
available through this W a l l Street Journal
publication. Most of the positions are
throughout the U . S . See Placement Office
for details.

necessary, provide supportive help, give
client

to con

duct personal business, 1andle med and
other emergencies, in-service training. Joliet, I L . $6,800-$7,200. Deadline: Nov. 30,
1 981 .

P U B L I C S E RV I C E - STATE
PS-ST-1 97 1LLINOIS PRIVATE SECTOR
LEGISLATIVE I N T E R N PROGRAM
Bachelors degree / al l disciplines. Grad
studies and research of legislative process
for a 9Y2 mo. term beg i n n i ng Oct . 1 , 1 982.
$800 / mo. For further information, contact
the Placement Office. - Springfield. I L .
PS-LOC-346 REG IST E R E D N U RS E
Examination to b e h e l d f o r t h is position. Ap
plications must be filed by Dec . 1 1 , 1 981 .
See Placement Office for further deta i l s .

SC I E N C E- H EA LTH A D M I N
I STRAT I O N
S-HA-42 ASSISTANT A D M I N IS
To relocate to Evansvi lle, I N .
S-OTH E R-73 ASST COM P UTER E N G R ,
ASST COM PUTER SCI E N TIST,
ENVIRON M E NTAL SCI E NTIST, E M PLOYEE
PU BLICATIONS EDITOR
See Placement Office for further details. Argonne, I L .

